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5 ways to tell if your child’s coach has a gender-neutral approach




When boys and girls are coached together, some special sensitivity and awareness are required from the coach.
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Bunny hop 2-3 years 
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Sprint relays 8-12 years 
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Primary school 10-week unit 
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6 cool tricks you can do with a skipping rope
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Why puddle play is so great for kids
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39 fun ways kids can play outside this spring
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Kangaroo hopping




Ball hockey




Fill the water bucket




Cardboard javelin




See all movement skills
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What is physical literacy?
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Spring scavenger hunt
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Nutrition hacks
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Ontario school boards sue social media platforms




The school boards claim that platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat, and TikTok have an incredibly negative impact on how children think, behave, and learn in school. 
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Why babies need the freedom to move + floor activities for each stage 
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8 games and activities young kids can play alone
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10 books for babies and toddlers that encourage movement
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If your child wants to quit their sport, let them
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How to make hiking with your toddler easy and fun for everyone

Allowing toddlers the freedom to move on trails helps them develop skills in leaps and bounds. Why is that? Walking on uneven and varied surfaces outdoors helps toddlers develop balance, strength, and coordination. 




Baby’s first birthday party: How to make it an event to remember

It’s your baby’s first birthday and what a year it has been! From a babe in arms, your baby has moved from tummy time to rolling over, from crawling to sitting without support, and maybe even walking. Make your party a success by limiting your own stress. Keep it simple and enjoy the fact that you’ve been a fantastic parent for a whole year!




The importance of active play in the early years

Between infancy and early school age, children are developing in countless ways.
Research has established that active play plays an essential role in children’s physical and psychosocial health. It has been shown to promote cognitive development, and early math skills and school readiness have been linked to the types of fine motor and perceptual skills that are typically developed through active play. 






Have a little one under the age of four? Get age-appropriate activities, games, ideas, and tips in your inbox.

Sign up for Active Start
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57 fun physical activities for kids aged 2 to 4




This list offers plenty of fun and simple ideas that will help your young ones get active and develop skills in a variety of ways.
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30 healthy snacks for active kids
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5 things to do if your child is on a team that loses (all the time)
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Video shows how bad the ride home can be for some kids who play sports
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Coaching girls in sport: What the research says
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The benefits of being physically active *
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Increased self-esteem and happiness
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Higher test scores
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Reduced risk of heart disease, stroke, cancer, and diabetes
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Higher annual earnings




Learn about physical literacy
* Adapted from Aspen Institute Sport for All - Play for Life: A Playbook to Get Every Kid in the Game
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